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Docker Security:
Who can we trust, what should we verify?
Ubiquitous Containers: Excitement vs. production use
53% of decision-makers have concerns about security

Source: Forrester/Red Hat, January 2015

Do container contain?
Доверяй, но проверяй
(„doveryai, no proveryai“)

„trust, but verify“
Threat 1: Complex attack surface
Threat 2: Insufficient Architecture
Threat 3: Unauthentic sources
Threat 4: Turning off security features
Four essential facts and tips about container security:

1. A lot of security measures are built-in, more are to come.
2. Containers protect against mistake, not abuse!
3. Don't put all your eggs in one basket!
4. Never rely on sources you don't trust!
Questions about container security?

– Office hours: today, 1:15 pm
– Send me an email: magnus@linuxtag.org
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